
S-BAN-Pongee

22”x22”       

Wholesale $22.50
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Adriatic 2305

Porto 2306

These hand-painted scarves offer flowing, easy-to-match colours on a decadent, satin-silk 

material. A straightforward scarf design with slender, undulating lines that catch the light and 

highlight the colours.  

S-ES
10.5”x60”

Wholesale $34.00

230523042303 2306

S-FOL
11”x56”
Wholesale $34.00

These hand-painted scarves feature a bold, etched foliage satin design on the sheer chiffon silk. 

With a slightly heavier pattern than the undulating lines of the Etched Satin Scarf (above), this 

fabric feels a little more substantial  and has a more obvious, satiny shine.

230523042303 2306
Electric 2303

Pong� Bandana Scarf

Etched Satin Scarf

Satin Foliage Scarf

These bandana scarves feature a lightweight 100% pongee silk with a slight sheen. An abstracted 

cross-hatch pattern done with a wet/dry brush technique results in lovely, layered palettes with 

interesting details.

A small statement piece | Simple, affordable, and easy to wear

An uncomplicated outfit enhancement | Sheer chiffon with delicate satin pattern

Straightforward and stylish | Satin leaves on sheer chiffon



S-INF
~13”x30” loop 

Wholesale $39.00       

FASHION SCARVES

Macchiato 2304

These scarves are done on a 100% chiffon silk fabric offering a matte, slightly sheer finish. The 

unique cross-hatch pattern is hand-painted with a wet/dry brush technique, creating interesting 

layers and texture in the design. Chiffon drapes easily and beautifully.

S-CHIF
11”x60”

Wholesale $36.00

230523042303 2306

S-SWIRLS
12”x60”
Wholesale $39.00

These funky scarves feature a unique, hand-painted, swirling pattern done with a wet/dry brush 

technique. The 100% crepe de chine silk has a matte finish and is slightly heavier fabric than the 

pongee or chiffon, though still feels weightless and comfortable to wear.

Etched Infinity L�p Scarf

Brushwork Cro�hatch Scarf

Brushwork Swirls Scarf

These hand-painted scarves feature slender, undulating lines of satin on chiffon silk. An elegant 

take on this convenient infinity style. They can be looped once or twice, depending on the desired 

look. The looped layers can be “bunched” to add volume while still being ultra comfortable.

An effortlessly elegant accessory | Delicate, etched silk-satin layers 

An abstracted and modern design | Pattern and colour on chiffon

Artful and interesting  | Eye-catching swirls on a solid crepe de chine
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S-DOT    
21”x66”

Wholesale $45.00
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Porto 2306

Adriatic 2305

These extra large silk scarves are an elegant statement piece. Painted with varied stripes on 100% 

chiffon silk, the subdued striations of colour offer contrast without being too bold. The size and 

fabric work well with creative tying and many options for wearing, including shawl or head scarf.

S-XL
28”x72”

Wholesale $69.00

230523042303 2306

Chi�on wi� Dots Scarf

Chi�on XL Scarf

These larger fashion scarves feature random dots or bubbles on the sheer chiffon fabric. The 

hand-painted colours mix and flow softly throughout the scarf, accentuated by the satin dots. Soft, 

lightweight, and a great size for creative tying.

Our largest silk-satin fashion scarf | Simple, random polka dot design

A luxurious silk blanket scarf | Layers of colour on sheer, matte chiffon


